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Creating an Exit Strategy for Business
(Todd Breland’s monthly column will return in
November.)
By Francisco Orozco
If you own a business, the thought of
closing it down or selling your interest is often the last thing on your mind. But unless you
plan on cheating death, a well-structured exit
strategy is a must. Exit strategies, which are
usually embodied in the written agreements
among the business owners, are not a substitute
for a properly drafted and signed will.
Exit strategies embodied in an agreement will not effectively dispose of an owner’s
business interest upon that owner’s death. Instead, an exit strategy establishes the rules and
guidelines for dealing with an owner’s interest if
that interest is transferred – whether voluntarily or involuntarily. Because many closely-held
businesses serve as the primary source of wealth
and income for the owners’ households, exit
strategies are important estate planning tools
for them.
Partners may agree in principle that
both should be taken care of in the event one
decides to leave the business. But without an
established agreement for how the departure

will be handled, the parties may encounter difficulties in fairly compensating the departing owner. Or
worse, they may end up being unable to agree, leaving all parties in an uncomfortable forced partnership.
However, if properly structured, an exit strategy helps
establish guidelines for dealing with an owner’s interest and helps prevent as much disagreement as possible.
What does a well-planned exit strategy entail?
Every business is as unique as the owners who manage
it, so every exit strategy should be specifically structured to meet the needs of the individuals involved.
Even the most basic business can benefit from a wellplanned exit strategy. For example, a lemonade stand
with two partners may not need to purchase insurance to fund a departing partner’s buy-out, a strategy appropriate to a more complex business. But it
will still require a plan for compensating the departing partner when that partner can no longer carry on
the business, or when an heir, spouse or bankruptcy
trustee becomes the owner of the interest held by the
departing partner. Strategies will vary from business
to business, but well-developed plans generally address restrictions on transferring ownership, develop
a method of paying for the departing owner’s interest
and resolve deadlocks in valuing an owner’s interest.
The cost of creating a well-drafted exit strat-
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egy is relatively low in light of the benefits it
provides. Negotiations regarding valuation of a
partner’s interest, compensation for intangible
assets and plans for the business’s future can
cost thousands in legal fees. By defining a strategy in advance, all parties can create a plan that
meets their goals in an objective, fair manner.
If your business lacks a well-planned
exit strategy, it’s time to begin the process. Owners need to address both business and personal
goals to properly structure a plan. Because there
are legal and tax implications involved with exit
strategies, owners should consult both their attorneys and their tax advisors before finalizing
an agreement. Many owners find that they have
different ideas when it comes to the future of
the business. But with the help of good advisors, owners can create a plan that treats all parties fairly when an owner leaves.
Francisco Orozco is an attorney with the Kantack
Alcantara Law Office, P.C., a Rio Grande Valley
law firm whose practice includes estate planning
and probate, real estate and business law. See
kantacklawoffice.com for more information.
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How Does Your Garden Grow?
By Eileen Mattei
Once fall arrives, Valley garden centers and nurseries give a collective sigh of relief.
Cooler weather allows people to emerge from
their homes, eager to work in their gardens and
revive their landscapes. Newcomers have absorbed the lesson that summer is not the time
to start a garden. For southernmost Texas,
which is subtropical planting Zone 10, fall is
the best time of year to plant trees, vegetables
and flowering shrubs.
Years ago, Valley nurseries were almost
as common as dollar stores are today. Only a
few family-owned, hands-on retail garden centers remain in business.
Nursery Roots
Since 1912, when Grimsell’s opened
its door in Harlingen, the garden center has
weathered freezes, floods and fires. “We’re lucky
we’ve been able to overcome disasters over the
years. But it’s amazing that the same family
owns it and we’re here in the same location,”

said manager George Luna. “You know it’s been a
dry summer when you see established trees stressing
out.”
Landscape lovers wander around Grimsell’s
brick paved patios, eyeing rows of pots brimming
with greenery: herbs, bleeding heart vines, banana
trees, snapdragons and yellow-red crotons. “October is time to start pruning roses and fertilizing your
plants,” Luna advised. Valley nurseries no long carry
citrus trees and gardeners are researching other fruit
trees to plant in the winter, such as Valley-adapted
figs, pomegranates and peaches.
In McAllen, Waugh’s Nursery has endured
as a family-run gardening center for 63 years. Ceciele
Waugh knows why. “We offer a level of service that
nobody else can. Our people know what they are talking about,” she said. Almost all Waugh’s 11 employees became licensed nursery professionals during their
first year on the job. And to apply for the job, they
had to pass a horticultural test.
“The Valley has two seasons,” Waugh said.
“Mid-September to mid-November is the best time
to plant but we sell more from Valentine’s Day to

Mother’s Day, because that’s when people feel
like planting. Spring Break is our busiest week.”
The resident golden retriever Rosie accompanied Waugh as she moved past fuchsia
and pink bougainvilleas. “We spend a whole lot
of time giving out advice. People are welcome
to walk around and get to know the plants. We
have lots of handouts on everything from water
conservation to what attracts butterflies. And
because we’re small and the people who do the
ordering talk to customers, we carry things others might not.” That includes organic and heirloom vegetable seeds.
The demand for different plants cycles
depending on the weather, Waugh said. When
there are water restrictions, people ask for low
water plants. After a hard freeze, people want
cold hardy plants. “When we go a long time
without a freeze, people buy more colorful
tropical plants. They get tired of looking at
solid green and want something with flowers.
Plants don’t have to be native to be well adapted. Look at bougainvillea and hibiscus.”

The Inn at Hilltop Gardens, west of Lyford, purchased landscaping plants from Rivers End Nursery, Valley Garden Center and Los Ebanos Farms. (Courtesy)
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Cooking shows have spurred gardeners to plant more exotic vegetables. “There are
regular gardeners and occasional gardeners. We
appreciate them all.”
A sizable percentage of Waugh’s plants
come from Valley wholesale nurseries in Los
Ebanos, Mercedes and Harlingen. “Fall is best
for planting trees,” Waugh emphasized. Most
root growth happens in the winter and helps
get them established. The exception is for tropical trees, like palms and jacarandas, which like
a warm soil.
Waugh’s offers accessible landscape design assistance. “If you bring in a picture of
your house and measurements of the area you
want to landscape, we will help you with design and spacing for no charge,” she said. Or
they can draw up a complete set of plans, with
the design fee refunded if plants are purchased
from the nursery.
Additionally, the nursery professionals
act as plant doctors when customers bring in
a sample of an unhealthy plant for a free diagnosis. To help keep home citrus trees viable,
the nursery sells drenches that knock back the
population of Asian pysllid bugs when used every six months.
Tony’s Nursery in Brownsville, Stuart
Place, and Caldwell’s Nursery in Raymondville are other long established retail nurseries.
Specialty garden centers cater to niche markets. Mid-Valley Garden and Pond Supply
in Weslaco stocks a wide range of plants along
with water feature equipment and plants.

A light shade cloth protects plants at Waugh’s Nursery from direct sunlight. (VBR)

Heep’s Nursery in Harlingen is the acknowledged mecca for native plant fans.
Over the past 18 years, Rivers End Nursery
in Bayview has built a reputation as the source for
exotic fruit trees such as guava, papaya, avocadoes and
dragon fruit cactus. “In our own orchard, we have
over 50 varieties of mango,” said Kathy Pechacek,
who founded the annual Mango Festival. “A big part
of what we’re doing is just trialing things, seeing how
they will do in south Texas.”

Rows of crotons and hibiscus are ready to leave Miami Palms for a good home. (VBR)

“More different cultures are blending in the
Valley. Adventurous people hear about or
taste fruits and that creates an opportunity,”
Pechacek said. “Because of the changes with
citrus, they are open to alternatives.” The Harlingen school district has included Rivers End
fruit in their school lunch program. “Black
sapote and star fruit were especially received by
the school kids.”
Mangos are Rivers End’s heart. “There
are lot of really wonderful dooryard varieties like Carrie and Nam
Doc Mai mangos,” she said. “Usually after they tasted one, they
want to grow it.” Some fruits develop quickly, only 30 days from
the bloom until the harvest. “Star
fruit may have a crop within that
year. But the first year you plant
a tree, cut off any fruit that sets.
That lets the tree get a better root
system and canopy.” When you
have several trees of the same kind
planted next to each other, they all
do better, but it is not mandatory,
she said. Papayas, on the other
hand, should be planted in pairs.
Besides flowering shade trees,
the nursery also grows six varieties
of clumping bamboo, which do
not spread.
At Miami Palms in Pharr,
royal palms and foxtail palms are
the most popular, primarily because they are cleaner than fan
palms, do not freeze and are more
bug resistant. Like potato chips,

October 2014
For Valley gardeners, a beautiful plant is as
most people can’t buy just one palm. Half of
the nursery’s customers go beyond palms and hard to resist as a loaf of bread fresh from the oven.
This is the time of year to give into temptation in the
purchase plants and bushes.
garden.

The beauty of flowers and greenery brightens even rainy days. (VBR)
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For more information, Waughsnursery.com, riversendnursery.com, Grimsell’s at 423-0370, midvalley-gardenandpond.com and heepsnursery.com.

Grimsell’s has been selling tropical landscaping plants and seeds since 1912. (VBR)
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DipIt Wins Fans and Placement
By Eileen Mattei
“I know my product, and I love my
product,” said Pilar Gonzalez, founder of
Habibi Gourmet which makes DipIt gourmet
yogurt dips. But over 600 other contestants
had submitted their made-in-Texas food products to H-E-B’s Primo Picks Quest for Texas
Best, aiming for $70,000 in cash prizes and
the chance for placement on H-E-B shelves.
Gonzalez was one of 25 selected for the final
round and traveled to Houston for a “Shark
Tank”-like presentation of her business plan to
the judges, along with an on-site preparation of
dishes using her healthy dips.
“I felt like I was on ‘Iron Chef.’ They
gave us a sous chef to help us out. It was a very
nice ambiance. Everyone was so happy to be
there. The presentations were amazing,” said
Gonzalez, clad in her signature slim, black
pants and black shirt with the DipIt logo. “I
wanted to show them it’s not only for dipping.
They can put it on top of corn and use it a sauce
to make chipotle shrimp and jalapeno pasta.”
Every 20 minutes on the second day, a
contestant took his/her product in front of the
panel of judges.

Pediatricians can finally
enjoy their time off.
Our nurses handle
after-hours patient calls.

Founded 1999
Raymondville, Texas
(956) 642-6591
reginarowland@hotmail.com
www.telenurseinc.com

Gonzalez was awarded second runner-up and
a $15,000 prize. “They give entrepreneurs like me the
opportunity to dream big. I never thought I could be
selling this homemade product at H-E-B. They treat
you like winners and you go on with that attitude. It
all started with Ruby Red Ventures. They supported
me all the way.”
Ruby Red Ventures, Mission EDC’s
$100,000 Small Business Fund that encourages entrepreneurs by providing capital, helped Gonzalez break
out with DipIt. After she sold her Mission restaurant,
customers still asked for her dips, which had originated with an aunt in Ciudad Victoria, and Gonzalez
responded with DipIt. “I tailored her recipe to my
taste and the needs of the American market. I developed a very metric, more consistent dip.” A small
commercial kitchen next to Gonzalez’ house allowed
her and an employee to produce 3,000 containers
of DipIt monthly. “It’s very artisanal. Everything is
done manually.” Gonzalez initially sold DipIt in Mission area stores and to friends.
In February 2014, Gonzalez won $25,000,
the top prize, in Ruby Red’s first round. “Ruby Red
put together all the resources that have helped me
grow the business,” she said. “It is team work. So
many people try to help you. They will hold your
hand to help you make it.” The resources include
Adriana Rincon at the Small Business Development
Center, guidance on finding an accountant and a
larger commercial kitchen and a label maker. Rapid
Response Manufacturing at UTPA designed a more
cost-effective way to produce the dip. “Don’t be
afraid to ask. I ask all the time -- my customers,
the store owners, Adriana Rincon at SBDC, the
experts. I couldn’t do this by myself.” The Mission
Chamber also connected her to the H-E-B contest.
Doing presentations in front of judges, both
at Ruby Red and at the Texas Best contest, prepared
Gonzalez to pitch her product to stores. “They ask
the same questions.”

Pilar Gonzalez (VBR)

That second contest expanded Gonzalez’s support network. “H-E-B has a team of
people just to make sure you succeed. They say,
‘We don’t want you to go broke. We negotiate with you so you can make money,’” Gonzalez explained. She began negotiations on an
agreement, not a contract, at the end of August.
DipIt is scheduled to debut in 28 H-E-B stores
in January 2015. “They want to start small and
evaluate it. I’m pretty excited.”
“I stumbled onto Specs and started
supplying them in the Valley,” Gonzalez added.
“They have just promised to put me in 100
stores in the state. It’s breathtaking.”
In September, Gonzalez arranged to
buy equipment for an expanded, relocated
commercial kitchen where she will be making
10,000 containers per month of the five DipIt
flavors: cilantro, jalapeno, piquin, chipotle and
green olives. When the new kitchen is completed, she will be ramped to make 40,000
meet orders from Valley stores, H-E-B and
Specs. “The publicity we have received from
the two contests helped us get our name out
there. It has increased sales.”
An enthusiastic supporter of the city
that supported her, Gonzalez said she tries to
buy as many products as possible in Mission
and looks forward to creating jobs there. “Mission wants business people to succeed. Look
at the Health Department that asks what you
need and walks you through the steps. You feel
the support and love and the people engaging.
If I grow, they’ll grow. It’s been so fast, once the
ball started rolling.”
For more information, call Pilar Gonzalez at
458-6513 or see rubyredventures.com.
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Oil from Mexico’s Eagle Ford
By Joseph P. Linck
Why do the thousands of Eagle Ford
wells on the map all end at the Rio Grande?
Oil reservoirs know no river nor international
boundary.
Last November Morales Gil, thenpresident of PEMEX E&P, announced at Platt’s

Mexican Energy Con- The Port of Brownsville is ideally located to serve the expected oil and gas boom in
ference in Mexico the waters off northern Mexico. (Courtesy Somos Tamaulipas)
City that Mexico may
soon be producing five
million bbls (barrels)/
day. His ultra-deep
water exploration ac-

This artist’s rendition illustrates how many oil platforms are in the Gulf of
Mexico off of Texas while Mexico currently only has a handful operating in
its waters. (Courtesy Joseph Linck)

tivities offshore Matamoros/
Brownsville were doing very
well, and he hoped to send
more ultra-deep water rigs
there. Presently Seadrill’s
ultra-deep water Sea Dragon
and Grupo R’s rigs are work-

ing offshore Matamoros.
Mexico’s northern offshore Gulf is perhaps the least explored area in the world. The
Mexican side of the Perdido field covers about
39,000 square kilometers. Last December a
Mexican television interviewer showed a map
of the Gulf ’s oil wells and said, in Spanish,
‘This photo is worth a thousand words. There
are thousands of wells on the U.S.A.’s side of
our Gulf, and I count only six on the Mexican
side.”
President Pena Nieto’s Energy Reform
is designed to end that anomaly. Could the
Mexican Eagle Ford become the world’s most
profitable shale play? Will their offshore production boom as well? This might prove to be
true, due to logistical and financial assets already in place. The Mexican side of the Eagle
Ford is already contributing to the infrastructure buildup at the Port of Brownsville. These
assets will, in turn, help support both sides of
the offshore Perdido.
Unlike in the United States, Mexico
has no restrictions on the export of crude and
raw natural gas liquid condensates to high-paying, thirsty European and Asian markets. This
is perhaps the single most important reason for
all the interest in Mexico’s wet shale gas fields.
And Mexico’s Eagle Ford has important logistical advantages: a closely located
deep-water seaport, the Port of Brownsville,
sits just 60 miles north of the field. Mexico’s
Eagle Ford will need no expensive rail investments nor even remote oil field storage tanks.
Fast moving Mexican tanker trucks will haul
new wells’ production to the Port’s crude tanks,
providing quick cash flow for oil companies.
Mexico’s massive tanker trucks carry 35 metric

radiofrequency ablation

tons, or 300 bbls of liquid condensate NGLs.
In the United States, they are restricted to only
20 metric tons or 175 bbls. Brownsville has the
only bridge that allows these highway goliaths
to enter the U.S. legally. Rail cannot compete
with these giant trucks for such a short haul.
Brownsville is the entrance to the Gulf
Intracoastal Canal and the nation’s immense inland waterway system, the least expensive form
of inland transport. This man-made canal passes through Corpus, Houston and Louisiana,
the largest petrochemical centers in the world,
and a thirsty market for American natural gas
liquid condensates. Kirby Marine just placed
orders for 29 new 30,000 bbl inland river tank
barges. That’s good, as Mexico is going to need
them.
Mexico’s fast moving tanker trucks and
the rail-free logistics of the Port of Brownsville’s
ship and barge port will certainly be attractive
to oil companies. Brownsville now has cashon-the-table land lease options for five different new LNG export terminals. In addition,
three different liquid terminal tank farms are
under construction. One of the LNG terminals
planned will cost $10 billion. In addition, a
Mexican company is building a large maritime
LPG terminal on Brownsville’s deep water ship
channel. This might indicate that the smart
money is betting heavily on Mexico’s Eagle
Ford as a natural gas and liquids exporter and
on the Perdido offshore potential.
Mexico is a huge local market for natural gas. The large diameter, 1,200 kilometerlong gas pipeline Los Ramones now under construction will run from the Corpus Christi area,
across the Rio Grande, and then through their
Eagle Ford, and then south to central Mexico.
When completed next year, it will provide takeaway capacity for Mexico’s Eagle Ford gas for
years to come.
Unconventional shale exploration and
production is labor intensive, but in Mexico
labor costs are under $100 a week. Oil companies are now looking very closely at their costs.
Security is often a big question, but Mexico’s
crime problem is no deal-killer for the oil industry. Oil companies have a good track record
at providing their crews’ security in the volatile
Middle East and Africa. Mexico should present no special problems. Foreign companies
invested $35 billion in Mexico during 2013,
a 178% increase over 2012. Large investments
testify to Mexico’s positive business climate.
Joseph Linck, CEO of the Brownsville-based
NAFTA Marine Highway Company and former owner of Global Stone, a marine bulk cargo
terminal, consults for the oil industry. For more
information, email him at NAFTAmarine@aol.
com.

Specialty care
and treatment

for varicose veins
carlos giraldo, Md

Varicose veins are swollen veins that occur
just under the surface of the skin. They are
a common condition but they can cause
mild to moderate pain, blood clots, skin
sores or other problems.

Radiofrequency ablation is a successful
treatment option, offered at The Heart
Clinic. Benefits can include:*

Treatment for varicose veins can include
specialty medical procedures to relieve
symptoms, prevent complications and
improve appearance.

• Long-term success – after two or more
years, results from ablation are generally
as good as vein surgery.

While varicose veins don’t usually cause
medical problems, if complications occur,
you may require a medical procedure
to improve the way veins look or to
relieve pain.

radiofrequency ablation may help
Radiofrequency ablation is a minimally
invasive treatment that uses radiofrequency
energy to heat and close the wall inside
a vein. The heat from the radio frequency
closes the wall of the vein and eliminates
blood flow to that vein and then reduces
swelling.
This specialty treatment can be done in
an office setting using local anesthesia or
a mild sedative. Patients usually can walk
following the treatment.

• Less pain after ablation treatment
than after vein surgery

• Veins that do not close can be
treated again if needed.

achieve better health
The Heart Clinic staff specializes in helping
you identify and treat heart conditions, as
well as varicose veins and peripheral artery
disease. We want you to know the signs
and symptoms of possible heart disease
and peripheral artery disease and take
steps to improve your health. If you have
peripheral artery disease, we’ll help treat it.
If you don’t, we can help you prevent it.
Carlos Giraldo, MD, specializes in
cardiovascular disease, interventional
cardiology and treating venous disease with
radiofrequency ablation at The Heart Clinic.
He has been serving residents of the Rio
Grande Valley for three years.
Dr. Giraldo has specialty training in general
cardiovascular diseases, nuclear cardiology,
interventional cardiology and peripheral
interventions, as well as advanced heart
failure and cardiac transplantation.

For an appointment close to home,

Call 956-630-5522
Individual results may vary. There are risks associated
with any surgical procedure. Talk with your doctor about
these risks to find out if surgery is right for you.

Learn more about heart disease
and treatments available at

www.heartclinicpllc.com

Convenient locations NEAR YOU

Edinburg • McallEn • Mission • rio grandE city • wEslaco
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Polishing a Diamond in the Rough
By Eileen Mattei
“It is easy to overlook Mercedes,” Hernan Gonzalez told the board of the Mercedes
Development Corp. Gonzalez admitted he
himself knew little about the Queen City until
he became executive director of the Development Corp. a year ago. Since then he has used
the mantra, “Get noticed. Get considered. Get
commitments” to move Mercedes up the ranks
of Valley cities.
“No one is going to go invest in Mercedes if we don’t invest in ourselves,” Gonzalez
said. Every town in the Valley is pursuing the
same developers and retailers, so the question
is how to distinguish yourself, get noticed and
attract development when Valley towns have so
many elements in common.
For Mercedes, the first answer was to
build on the legacy of its boot businesses: Rios
Boots, Camargo Boots and Anderson Bean.
The Development Corp. commissioned 25 cowboy boots with logos of 21 Texas
colleges, plus two Mexican universities, Notre
Dame and Harvard. Each boot is four-andone-half-feet tall, hand-crafted of sturdy aluminum by a Weslaco sign company and built to
scale from a Rios Boot pattern. Displayed on

Mercedes’ main sidewalks and representing an investment of $50,000, the colorful boots have drawn visitors from across Texas and Mexico.
“I did not realize how attractive boots with
college logos would be. People are passionate about
their schools,” Gonzalez said. Photos of the boots
show up constantly on Facebook and Instagram. Boot
visits get tweeted. As part of the boot and livestock
show legacy, Mercedes also presents an evening of free
country western music, Little Nashville, every fourth
Thursday of the month. “You create enough joyful
noise and you become a player in the market.”
Bringing people to Mercedes to see the boots is just
the first step. “After getting noticed,
Mercedes can present its case to be considered for a home, for a business. Our housing costs are
lower, it’s less than a mile to the expressway, there’s less
traffic congestion, and everyone knows your name in
a small community. Why not Mercedes?”
“With new opportunities in the region, such
as SpaceX and UTRGV, we want to show up on the
radar. My point is unless you are getting new residents, you’re done,” Gonzalez said. Becoming a desirable, centrally located bedroom community is an
achievable goal. And, he added, Mercedes has a unbeatable response to a major question of home buyers
and renters: where am I going to shop?

The 141 shops of the Rio Grande Outlet Mall draw six million visitors annually. It
has become an international destination and
one of the higher grossing Simon properties.
Mercedes plans to capture more of that population by eventually offering fine dining, another
hotel, and perhaps an urgent care center and a
spa.
“We’re getting noticed because this is
a good location for service businesses, for logisitics. In the new economy there is one variable – choice,” he said. “People choose where
they want to go. You can’t sell from an empty
wagon.”
Gonzalez, who has established valuable relationships during his many years in
economic development, said developers have
a certain amount of confidence from his past
projects. He believes that Mercedes is a diamond in the rough where investment will yield
good returns.
“It’s a competitive environment. It
can’t be business as usual. You have to create
something that identifies you,” Gonzalez said.
Jumping ahead, Mercedes now showcases a video composed of shots taken by drone technology that presents the city from a different angle.
“It’s unexpected for a small community. We
have to rise above our supposed limitations.”
See mercedesedc.com.

Hernan Gonzalez is getting more people to notice
Mercedes after installing 25 boots with college logos
and based on a Rios of Mercedes boot pattern. (VBR)

NAI Rio Grande Valley’s

Laura Liza Paz
Has Earned Her
Broker License

NAI Rio Grande Valley, (NAI RGV) a member of NAI GLOBAL, the
single largest, most powerful global network of owner-operated
commercial real estate brokerage firms, announced today that Ms.
Laura Liza Paz, as earned her Texas Broker License. This is an
extraordinary accomplishment.
“We are so very proud of Laura Liza,” said Mike Blum, Broker and
Managing Partner at NAI RGV. We’ve long known that Laura Liza is
very special and has made and continues to make outstanding
contributions to the real estate industry. She is known for her excellent
customer service and devotion to her clients. Her years of hard work,
dedication and persistence in the real estate industry have really paid
off. NAI RGV is extremely proud of her achievement.”
Laura Liza Paz is the top producer for NAI RGV. She has over 21 years
experience in real estate. She is focused on landlord, tenants and buyer
representation and has become a distressed REO asset disposition
specialist. Since arriving at NAI RGV in 2010, Laura has closed over
135 transactions with a total transaction value of $41.7 million.
McAllen Office

Harlingen Office

Brownsville Office

1400 North McColl
Suite 104B
956-994-8900

722 Morgan Blvd.
Suite L
956-994-8900

3505 Boca Chica
Suite 162
956-544-7272

www.NAIRGV.com
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Royal Technologies Looks Ahead
By Eileen Mattei
Close to three years ago, Royal Technologies Corporation’s customers located in
south Texas asked the injection molding and
assemblies manufacturer to locate near them,
recalled CEO and founder Jim Vander Kolk.
Royal works closely with its customers in the
automotive, furniture and consumer products
industries on the design and production of
their goods. It understands the importance of
proximity. “Seven or eight years ago, we knew
we had to locate outside of Michigan if we were
going to grow the business,” he said.
During a trip to the Valley, Vander
Kolk lined up Hi-Tech Plastics of Mission to
be a supplier. In December 2012, Royal acquired the business. On 12 acres in Mission
Expressway Business Park, Royal Technologies
constructed a Class A 348,000 square-foot facility to serve its expanding market in the U.S.
and Mexico. The manufacturing plant, which
houses more than 20 injection molding presses,
has been occupied since the spring. Vander
Kolk came to the Valley in September to celebrate its official opening and to be on hand
when 150 employees accompanied their families touring the new facility.

Vander Kolk described his Jim Vander Kolk, president of Royal Technologies Corp., and Alex
passions as manufacturing excellence Meade, CEO of Mission EDC, worked together to make the injecand developing people. “It’s not just tion molding company’s Mission branch a success. (Courtesy)
the bricks and mortar and equipment
here. It’s the people that brought us to
this region, people with enthusiasm.
Yes, every day we go to work and figure out how to make (our products)
real fast. But at Royal Technology, we
spend more time talking about who
we are. We are a company that places
a big emphasis on values, trust, integrity.” The company focuses on the
things it does well.
“How do we grow people’s
minds, not just their hands?” Vander
Kolk asked. “Excellence is a way of
thinking, a mindset. We talk about
hard work. Make no mistake: these
people know how to work hard. But
education will never be a substitute
for hard work.” He graduated from a
Michigan trade school before starting
Royal in 1987 with three machines
and a few people. Today the company has six facilities and provides
Herman Miller. “Never in my wildest dreams
components to companies like Chevy, Cadillac and did I think I would have an organization of this
magnitude.”
Vander Kolk is not anxious about the
company’s growth. “I’m not concentrating on
whether those plans will happen. I have every
confidence they will, because this community
places a strong emphasis on values, the core
that gives directions and achieves results. We
will face adversity, but with the values that you
have, you know how to deal with it. You know
to do what is right.”
Vander Kolk expressed admiration for
the Mission EDC’s approach to potential businesses. “I never felt there was high pressure
sales. They opened their arms to us and were
straightforward,” talking about things that had
worked and other things that could be done
better. “They earned my trust.”

A TRADITION
OF TRUST.
ibc.com
FDIC

MEMBER FDIC/INTERNATIONAL BANCSHARES CORPORATION

For more information, see royaltechnologies.com,
missionchamber.com and missionedc.com.

SPI GETAWAY
Experience a warm welcome the
moment you enter our lobby.
Free super start breakfast.
Spacious rooms with kitchenettes.
Clean and friendly.

956-761-6300
www.super8padre.com

See
Your Business
Featured Here!
Call Todd
(956) 310-8953
Todd@ValleyBusinessReport.com

956.761.1160
www.schlitterbahn.com
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Alpha Builds Construction Niche
By Eileen Mattei
Better than 95% of the subcontractors
that Alpha Building Corporation uses in the
Rio Grande Valley are local businesses. In fact
the San Antonio-based, woman-owned company tries to use subs from the particular city
or county for the renovation and addition projects it takes on for universities, school districts,
cities and counties. “Most of the money we
make, outside of profit, stays in the Valley,” said
Alpha’s area manager Gus Grajales.
Positioned as construction managers for job order contracts, Alpha is geared to
working rapidly, Grajales explained. “We pride
ourselves on timely delivery and quality. Our
expectations of work are very high. We have a
small pool of subs, and they know the speed we
expect. We bring in folks based on the quality of their work and being able to work at our
pace, not just on the price.”
Alpha builds from the ground up, calling on architects, painters, steel erectors, roofers, electricians, masons, and mechanical and
flooring subs, like a general contractor. “Some
sub-contractors, 90% of the work they do is for
us. I keep them busy.”
Grajales said he nurtures small, well-

run sub-contractors, starting them on Valley native Gus Grajales manages Alpha Building Contractors
small jobs and enabling them to grow projects across the Valley. (VBR)
into mid-size companies. “We tend
to give opportunities to smaller and
mid-size contractors, a group that
may not normally get that kind of
work.” While they may be hesitant at
first, he said, “After a bit they say, ‘you
know what: we can do this.’” Initially
new subs get more hands-on presence
of an Alpha supervisor. But once
they are established, they tend to go
out and bring in other small reliable
contractors and tradesmen. “My established subcontractors, I know that
I can leave them, and they will do
good work. My supervisors only have
to check in with them once a day.”
Job order contracting, which
has long been Alpha’s bread and butter, is a pre-award long term contract.
“You do not have to compete for each
project procured under the parameters of the job order,” Grajales said. Alpha began in contractor serving the military bases in San An1969 and worked at NASA for 16 years on job orders tonio. Now run by the daughter of the foundand followed that with about 20 years as a defense er, the company has spread to five states. In
2011, Grajales opened the Valley branch with
his truck as his office. The branch now has 12
Valley residents employed as estimators, project
managers and superintendents working out of
the Harlingen office or Edinburg.
“We’re all over the place, and most
people don’t even know we’re here. When we
do job order contracting, we are kind of behind
the scenes,” he said. They have worked projects
at UTPA, UTB, South Texas College, Texas
Southmost College and for Hidalgo and Cameron counties. Cities, multiple school districts,
a county kayak ramp and a cargo inspection
station for international flights at Edinburg
airport have all selected Alpha to handle construction. “We’ve been well received, and we’ve
filled a niche. We’re slowly becoming more visible because of the type of work we are taking
on,” a move in hard bid contracts.
Grajales said in the past five years the
construction company has been shifting into
the hard bid market as they have grown, but job
contract is still their primary delivery method.
The Valley office recently was chosen for the Associated Builders and Contractors Eagle Award
for work done at UTPA, completing structural
and brick renovations on the multi-story Executive Tower. “It’s pretty much the Oscar for our
industry. It is a nice feather in our cap. It was
completed three months early while the building was being used, taking 36,000 man hours,”
Grajales said proudly.
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Edinburg’s former Haggar factory, Alpha Building won the American Building Contractors’ Eagle Award for its renovation work at UTPA.
where Alpha built-out 43,000 square feet into (Courtesy)
UTPA’s Continuing Education and Student
Services complex, is another completed project.
Grajales said Alpha’s many NASA
projects, defense work and ongoing university additions gives it the pedigree to bid on
UTRGV, SpaceX and similar major projects.
“Given the opportunity we’d like to get a piece
of that pie, we have the experience. I don’t
know if anyone else in the Valley can say that.”
When Alpha came to the Valley, the
merger of the universities was not on the
books. “But higher ed has been our main focus here. The merger has us in the right place
at the right time. Ultimately everybody gets a
little bit from the Valley’s growth, indirectly or
directly. We are getting ready to compete for
that work.”
Grajales said currently roofing contractors and plumbing contractors in the midsize range that can supply the required expertise and on-time delivery are hard to find.
But he is looking for them and expects to find
good small companies that Alpha can help develop into mid-size sub-contractors.
See alphabuilding.com.

You've Got Business in Alamo!
Contact the Alamo EDC about grants for new and existing
businesses. Our business incentive programs serve as a catalyst
to spur private sector investment and job creation. Our goal is
to increase private enterprise and individual opportunity.
Luciano Ozuna, Jr. - Interim Executive Director
lozuna@alamotexas.org

"We Are Your Alamo"

(956) 787-6622 • www.alamoedc.org
715 E. Business 83, Alamo, TX 78516

Alonso Garza - President
956-787-6622
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“It’s Not My Job”
By Susan LeMiles Holmes
Whether the phrase is uttered out loud
or expressed in passive aggressive behavior, “It’s
not my job” is something a manager never
wants to hear or see. The attitude it conveys
and the language itself prevent forward motion,
personal growth and team accomplishment.
That’s why, in the work world, this phrase is
called a “career killer.”
In the history of work, the human was
the source of productivity. We measured each
individual’s performance and rewarded or chastised him accordingly. Labor unions developed
guidelines that specifically restricted what an
employee could and could not do. These guidelines protected the employees and controlled
the number of jobs available.
The “that’s not my job” days are over.
Our recent years of economic struggle meant
that everyone had to take on more roles, tasks
and hours in order to assure that our companies (and thus ourselves) survived. There is not
a boss in the world who hasn’t asked an employee to work beyond his job description.
A few people in this world are inherently lazy. If you have hired one of them, I

have written a couple of articles in the past that will
help you. See the September 2011 issue of Valley
Business Report: “The Positive Side of Termination”
and September 2014 issue: “Create Great Employees.”
“That’s not my job.” If this statement is
delivered to you openly, especially in front of other
workers, your employee is testing your authority. He
is “calling you out,” just as in a 19th century duel.
Again, I refer you to the two articles mentioned above.
Dealing with an employee who has openly
verbalized his attitude is actually easier to handle.
Passive aggressive behavior expresses itself as whining,
complaining behind the supervisor’s back, tardiness,
missed deadlines or sloppy work. An undercurrent of
anger exists that seems to fester.
I am a “why” person. So, when I hear the
dreaded phrase or observe the behavior that fits, the
first thing I ask myself is why? “Where is this idea
coming from? What is he thinking?” I believe that
behavior has reasons, even if those reasons are not apparent to me.
Does the motivation to grow, contribute,
go the extra mile seem missing? Often, this behavior looks like selfishness. But, no human being is
completely unmotivated. He is just not motivated

WE WANT YOU
TO SERVE
ON A
JURY!

NO
EXCUSES!

WWW.RGVC ALA.COM

by what he perceives his job offers. To reach
him and to get him to buy into your goals, you
must get to know him and hopefully connect
his desires to your company’s purpose.
Some employees are more naturally
focused on narrow details. There is a certain
amount of DNA at work here. The scope and
the importance of the team’s function as a whole
must be explained and ingrained in his thinking. The big picture must literally be painted
and sold to achieve the behavior you need. This
employee typically needs lots of small reinforcements and praise when he steps outside his job
description.
Examining your own motives for asking someone to work outside his job description
is a good idea too. Executive titles no longer
come with someone to handle personal errands.
One of the benefits of being a manager is getting to delegate one’s work. Are you using the
free time to deal with business issues or is your
golf game getting really, really good?
Managers sometimes make the biggest
delegation mistakes when their hair is on fire.
The pressure is mounting, extra projects must
be assigned to someone and deadlines must be
met. Take care assignments are reasonable. Be
aware. Don’t ask someone who is already working 60 hours a week to handle an additional
something that requires another 20 hours a
week without helping the employee set priorities.
If you truly have someone who is resistant to changes in jobs descriptions and processes, one little trick has worked for me. Write
a job description for the job as you want it to be
done. Talk to your employee about change and
expectations. Ask him to pretend he is looking for a job, or better yet, pretend he is unemployed. Then ask him if he would apply for this
job. His answer will tell you what to do next.
Remember that humor can often accomplish what lectures never can. For that
reason, I have included a web link to an award
winning photo that will surely help explain
what “not my job” looks like.
For more information visit: http://www.dw-jotd.
com/not_my_job_award.htm
Susan LeMiles Holmes is director of Career Services at Texas State Technical College and a
published novelist. You can inquire about hiring TSTC graduates by emailing susan.holmes@
harlingen.tstc.edu or learn about Susan’s novel set
in the Valley “Touch the Mayan Moon” at www.
susanlemiles.com.
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Quietly Protecting the Valley
By Anita Westervelt
Three generations strong, Tarpon Fire
and Safety has been protecting Valley businesses behind the scenes for more than 40 years.
Fire extinguishers, the company’s major focus,
are fixtures that don’t get a lot of attention, until one is needed. The staff at Tarpon Fire and
Safety ensure their customers’ equipment will
be in prime working condition when it is needed.
Owners Juan Manuel Villarreal Jr. and
his wife Leslie Davila are the third generation to
continue the business. Villarreal’s grandfather,
Leandro Villarreal, opened Lee Fire and Safety
in San Benito in the early 1970s and operated
it for 22 years. His two sons came into the business in 1986. In 1988, Villarreal’s father opened
Tarpon Fire and Safety in Port Isabel, while his
uncle stayed in San Benito, changing the name
to Valley Fire and Safety. In 1992, Tarpon Fire
and Safety came back to its current San Benito
to location. Seven years ago, the current owners combined the two family businesses with a
service area that covers the entire Rio Grande
Valley.
“Business is strong because of our cus-

tomer service,” Villarreal said. “We have Owners Juan Manuel Villarreal Jr. and his wife Leslie Davila.
customers who left, and they came back (VBR)
because of the service. That’s the business’
strengths, the service and pricing. We
have very fair pricing.” Tarpon also stocks
safety equipment such as safety goggles,
earplugs, exit signs and related supplies.
Texas laws require fire extinguishers to be put in every business –
store, restaurant, food preparation area,
public and private offices -- as well as
schools, boats, airplanes, anywhere people congregate and a fire has the potential
of erupting. Placement and access of fire
extinguishers follow exacting criteria. The
rules on number, size and type of extinguisher apparatus depend on the fire load
and are enforced by the local fire marshal.
“We offer everything from small
extinguishers to the big wheeled units for
industrial use,” Villarreal said. “Two-andone-half to 20 pounds is the basic portaoutfitted with fire extinguishers, Davila tracks
ble extinguisher. Fifty pounds and heavier
is on a wheeled unit. No matter the size, each extin- scheduled maintenance in a data base. “We
guisher has to have an annual inspection making sure have a list of customers every month for rouit has not been damaged or discharged, and that it tine servicing,” she said. “Every business that
maintains the correct pressure,” said Villarreal. “We is functioning has to have extinguishers.” That
do that inspection at the site and then re-tag with creates a continual service rotation for Tarpon’s
technicians
the new date.”
Every six years an extinguisher must
For new customers and those opening a new
business, Villarreal and his staff will assess needs have maintenance performed. The handle is reand make a recommendation. Once a business is moved as well as the stem, internal parts and

Adan Venegas prepares to service portable fire extinguishers. (VBR)

chemicals. The pressure of the unit is tested and
then reassembled with new dry chemicals and
then charged, ready for use. “We service the
units in the shop here and get it back to the
customer within 48 hours. We leave a loaner
if necessary. Most customers will have 20 some
extinguishers, and we generally only have to
take two or three at a time for servicing,” Villarreal said.
When servicing a fire extinguisher, the
powder is discharged into a bag. The powder
is ammonium phosphate and is nontoxic. “We
use the old powder for fire extinguisher training
for customers,” said Villarreal. “Old fire extinguishers are recycled. We tear old ones apart for
salvage. Newer ones, we can use the top portion, called the head. Some have interchangeable parts. Cylinders are not reusable but they
are metal, so they can go as salvage.”
Residential extinguishers for home
owners are not required by the state of Texas
and only need to be recharged when used, according to Villarreal. “Not all are rechargeable
though; some are disposable.” No state law
mandates residential fire extinguishers, and
some people are wary of having one sit around
unused for several years. Villarreal said they are
safe. “There is only 195 pounds of pressure in
a regular house size fire extinguisher. If punctured, it would not explode. There isn’t enough
pressure. It would fizzle. The powder would
leak out. Fire extinguishers on the shrimp boats
rust, for instance, and cause the powder to leak
out.”
Tarpon Fire and Safety will recharge
a home extinguisher if it is designed for that
purpose, or accept old fire extinguishers for recycling. Villarreal recommended not throwing
them away with the household trash.
For more information, call 800-773-1738 or
399-4088.

Fire extinguishers headed to the salvage pile. (VBR)
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How to Reduce Fraud
By Eileen Mattei
“Ideally, you expect to keep the
money you worked so hard to earn for
your business,” said Brad Warrensburg,
Frost Bank senior vice president. Unfortunately the level of fraud – when someone misappropriates your assets -- is
staggeringly high, in the cost and the frequency. Compared to large companies,
small businesses suffered a greater percentage of fraud. According to the Small
Business Fraud Prevention manual, 31%
experienced fraud with a median loss of
$155,000. Trusted, long-term employees were typically the perpetrators.
“Trust and verify, verify, verify,”
said Sandra Sullivan, a Frost Bank fraud
expert and a Certified Fraud Examiner. “Vet
everybody you come in contact with. We live
in a different society than the one we grew up
in.” She has encountered fraud via counterfeiting, embezzlement, forgery, hacking, credit
card and insurance schemes, identity theft and
much more.
“Three out of 10 small businesses file
for bankruptcy in part because of fraud losses,” Sullivan said. While fraud education and

awareness help decrease the potential for fraud, proactive steps such as getting insurance bonds on employees and maintaining contact with your bank can
safeguard your business from fraud losses.
“Bond everyone from the CEO to the janitor,” including owners’ spouses if they work in the
business, Sullivan said.
If your business has one person as the financial gatekeeper, a single person who is receiving
invoices, writing checks and balancing the accounts,
you need to take extra steps to deter fraud. You should
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make sure your mail goes to a P.O. Box
off site if you are not the one opening
all the mail. The gatekeeper with keys
to your kingdom, the individual in
charge of your financial transactions,
should never be the person assigned to
open the mail.
“Make sure your management
understands about fraud and educates everyone in the company,” Sullivan advised. Talking about fraud lets
employees know you are aware it can
happen and are on guard, which both
deflects them and encourages anonymous tips about suspect activity.
“It can happen to you. I can talk until I’m blue in the face, and people still
don’t listen,” said Sullivan, mentioning various
frauds perpetrated on Texas businesses.
“You don’t have to be a Frost Bank customer to call me,” she said. “We have a duty to
try to protect you.” She has seen that in small
businesses, staff know each other personally
so are “less alert to the possibility of fraud.”
Check tampering and billing frauds are the
most common schemes, particularly where
cash disbursement duties are not segregated.
Skimming, payroll and expense account fraud
and theft of petty cash are other ways that assets
are siphoned off from small businesses.
“Businesses need a wellness check.
Who has the keys to your kingdom?” Sullivan
asked. She recommended having an account
officer at your bank who becomes familiar with
your business. “There are a lot of different treasury management services available,” she said,
“people who will keep an experienced eye on
your money.”
“Guys in law enforcement are my best
friends. Reach out to them,” online or in person, Sullivan suggested. “The FBI has a great
website,” that gives info on recent scams. The
IRS, Post Office, Texas Attorney General’s office, Federal Trade Commission and many
other agencies have divisions directed against
fraud. You can never be fully secure online, it
is agreed, but at least change your passwords
every 90 days. If you think you have been compromised, you should change passwords immediately.
“If you run into a brick wall, call your
bank and they can direct you,” Sullivan concluded. Many instances of fraud have first been
uncovered through anonymous tip lines and
surprise audits.
For more information, see Frost Bank or call Sandra Sullivan at 210-220-3759.
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Why We Choose
As
Our Multimedia Marketing Partner
ValleyBusinessReport
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“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

VBR’s quality material, pertinent information and extensive distribution channels made it easy to choose them as our multimedia
partner. VBR, a small business venture itself, understands the importance of targeting the right audience, and this has played a
tremendous role in the success of our Ruby Red Ventures initiative.”
--Alex Meade, Mission Economic Development Corporation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Valley Business Report is a reflection of our wonderful community we call the Rio Grande Valley. Their hard work in telling the
story of Valley business has helped keep the community connected throughout the years. Congratulations!"
--Edna de Saro, Lone Star National Bank
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For decades I have often said: “what you make look important, becomes important.” Valley Business Report has taken that statement
to the highest level. Congratulations on your half decade of success. We appreciate your commitment to our region and to our
collective success.”
--Michael J. Blum, NAI Rio Grande Valley
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Placing our advertising dollars in VBR is a great investment, because VBR is distributed to Valley businesses. The content is strong
and helpful to Valley businesses and this education provides strength to our local economy.”
--Dora Brown, IBC Bank
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VBR reaches those who we want to reach. VBR is an extension of our marketing efforts showing business prospects why they should
‘Come Home to Harlingen!’”
--Raudel Garza, Harlingen Economic Development Corporation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VBR has quickly become a respected source of information on business development and issues in the Valley. We find it to be a
great vehicle to communicate our business profile to other Valley business leaders. Congratulations Todd, Eileen and everyone at
VBR for five years of service to the Valley business community!”
--Ben Pena, Burton McCumber & Cortez, LLP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Development Corporation of Mercedes uses Valley Business Report on a fairly consistent basis. It is a very positive pro-business
publication reaching a strong Valley business audience which helps us to reinforce our message regarding the Mid Valley and why
Mercedes is a good choice for business.”
--Alicia Aguilar, Development Corporation of Mercedes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Relevant content. Consistent quality. The only resource of its kind in the Valley. Just three of the reasons I count on the Valley
Business Report."
--Michele Sparks, Clark Chevrolet & Clark Knapp Honda
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Valley Business Report is a positive promotional tool for the business world as it is inspirational for existing and new businesses
offering an abundance of success stories and how to's. The Raymondville Chamber of Commerce proudly presently utilizes and will
continue to use this publication.”
--Elma Chavez, Raymondville Chamber of Commerce
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VBR has always been a quality publication that appeals to our customer base."
--Edna Posada, Spa La Posada
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Brownsville Chamber of Commerce is proud to have a publication like VBR in our region, dedicated to promoting the
accomplishments of local business leaders and the entrepreneurial sector. Over the years, VBR has been devoted to local commerce
and has proven its commitment to be a leading source of business news in the Rio Grande Valley.”
--Maria Hall, Brownsville Chamber of Commerce
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Water Desalination: Essential for Growth
By Eileen Mattei
At the very end of the Rio Grande,
Brownsville is geographically the last in line for
an over-allocated and not totally reliable water
supply already hindered by drought, hydrilla
and the demands of growing cities. Yet Brownville has become less dependent on the river
and pricy water rights by following the costeffective alternative of brackish water desalination.
Water is essential for economic growth,
even more basic than highways and a willing
labor force. Today, thanks to the Southmost
Regional Water Authority facility, Brownville is
able to woo and pursue development while supplying water to 150,000 residents and their employers. The Valley’s largest city gets 24% of its
water from SWRA, which pumps water from a
field of 20 brackish (low salinity at 3,000 parts
of salt per thousand) wells. Brackish water desalination is a much cheaper process than salt
water (35,000 parts per thousand) desalination.
A 1996 Brownsville Public Utilities
Board and Texas Walter Development Board
study of brackish groundwater potential led,
after a 2001 feasibility study and well field

evaluation, to the 2004 IBWC advisory board member Larry Drake and engineer Bill Norris of Norris
opening of the South- Leal discuss the importance of tapping the brackish water of the Gulf Coast
most Regional Water aquifer. (VBR)
Authority facility on
FM 511. Built without
federal funding at a cost
of $22 million, the facility processes 7.2 million
gallons per day. PUB,
which uses 92% of the
water, partnered with
Los Fresnos, Brownsville Navigation District
and Valley Municipal
Utility District #2 (Rancho Viejo) in a regional
approach which made
the project more affordable in construction and
operating costs.
Looking like
racks of long white torpedoes, the two-stage
reverse osmosis (RO)
arrays at SRWA are fed
by water pumped from
the Rio Grande Alluoperating the plant competitive with purchasvium of the Gulf Coast Aquifer. The low salinity ing water rights, said engineer Bill Norris, of
and immense volume of water made building and Norris Leal, the Valley firm which specializes
in RO design. “The
volume of water being
removed is so small,
it’s like sipping from
straw” in a huge lake.
We are your
Since 2004, upgrades in technology
have resulted in the
wells being able to
pump more water and
the arrays being able
for all your business and personal
to process more. The
insurance needs including...
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Health
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Norris said increases
in volume are limited
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Water
Authority
plant
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Judy
Adams
stands
with
an
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array of reverse osmosis tubes, which change brackish water into potable water. only by the raw water
transmission pipeline
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from the wells, but a second pipeline could reasonably be built next to the first one.
While El Paso has a desalination facility with a larger capacity than SRWA, it is currently processing less water than SRWA. That’s
part of the reason the Texas legislature’s Joint
Interim Committee to Study Water Desalination came for a briefing at SRWA. “This issue
will probably take center stage in the next session. This committee is responsible for reporting to the governor and legislature our findings
throughout the state of Texas,” State Senator
Eddie Lucio Jr. said.
In a hard hat and sensible shoes to lead
a plant tour, plant manager Judy Adams said,
“You never see the water. You have to rely on
your instruments.” She explained that, after initial filtering, water goes through the first of the
RO vessels, and about 50% of dissolved solids
(salts) are removed and another 25% are taken
out by the second stage. The remaining water,
so clean it is an asset for the environment supporting fish and other wildlife, is released into
a drainage canal that runs through San Martin
Lake to the Brownsville Ship Channel.
SpaceX, the growth of Brownsville and
at the Port of Brownsville will be increasing the
demand on the city’s water supply. SWRA is
poised to meet the growing demand for many
years. The Valley has at least six other smaller
RO plants in operation, primarily with the
North Alamo Water Supply Corp. in Donna,
La Sara, North Cameron and Owassa. As the
population and its water needs increase, those
facilities, too, are essential for Valley growth.
For more information, see norrisleal.com and
brownsville-pub.com

McAllen’s

TRUSTED BUSINESS ADVISORS.

Pictured left to right: Jaime Aranda, Jesse Barba, Diann Bartek, Brent Bishop, Ray Cowley, Jeana Long

Cox Smith advises clients in all aspects of business law and
litigation. We counsel clients in a wide variety of industries
through our multiple practices:
• Banking

• Healthcare

• Bankruptcy
• Corporate

• Immigration
• Labor and Employment

• Education

• Litigation

• Employee Benefits
• Finance

• Oil, Gas and Energy
• Real Estate

®

For more information, visit coxsmith.com.
1400 North McColl Road | Suite 204 | McAllen, TX 78501 | 956 984 7400
AUSTIN | DALL AS | EL PASO | MCALLEN | SAN ANTONIO | COXSMITH.COM
Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome and depend on the facts of each matter. Attorney advertising.
Copyright 2014 Cox Smith Matthews Incorporated. All rights reserved.

Membership Event
September 16-18, 2014

Volunteers + Enthusiasm + Competition = New Members
Thank you to our partners, community leaders and volunteers! Because of you the
Chamber is welcoming 166 new members!

Special Thanks to Our Chairmen:

• Nacho Garza, Long Chilton, L.L.P, “#1 Sales Team”
• Eddy Hernandez, Brownsville Public Utilities Board
• Larry Jokl, Majestic Investments, Inc.
• Sandra Lopez-Langley, First Community Bank, “Godmother”
• Alex Martinez, International Bank of Commerce, “Godfather”
• Mark Roberts, Tipotex Chevrolet, Inc.

Event Partners:

The SRWA plant on Highway 511 produces over
seven million gallons of fresh water daily from water pumped out of 20 brackish water wells. (VBR)
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In the Spot light

Top Left: Mission Chamber President/CEO George Myers presented Joey Aguilar of Ace’s BBQ with the Business of the Quarter Award at the Buenas Tardes Lunch.
Top Right: Texas Regional Bank President/CEO Paul Moxley and Chairman of the Board Michael Scaief
talked with guests at mixers celebrating the bank’s fourth anniversary.

NOT Your Average
Sandwich Shop!

New York Deli
829 W Dove Ave
McAllen
(956) 631-8787

New York Deli III

1631 East Price Road
Brownsville
(956) 550-0025

New York Deli II

122 North A Street
Harlingen
(956) 425-3500

New York Deli IIII

1400 Westgate Drive
Weslaco
(956) 647-5703

U
Moving On P

Courtesy to VBR
Marilyn De Luna has been named the branch manager of Edwards Abstract and Title Co.’s Mission office by Byron Jay Lewis,
chairman of the board and CEO, and N. Michael Overly, president
and CFO.
De Luna has made vital contributions to Edwards Abstract and
Title Co. as a member of the Edwards management team, regional
escrow automation manager and senior escrow officer. In 2012 she
earned the professional credential CESA, Certified Escrow Settlement
Associate; in 2013, she earned the Certified Title Insurance Associate (CTIA) and in 2014 she earned the Certified Abstract Examiner Marilyn De Luna
Associate (CAEA). Marilyn is the first escrow officer in the
For consideration in one of our
history of Edwards Abstract and Title Co. to earn the three
featured sections (Moving On Up,
certifications.
Connecting the Dots or In the
According to the Texas Land Title Association, she is
Spotlight) email your photos and
the only escrow officer in the State of Texas who has earned
captions to
all three prestigious certification designations, which reinfo@valleybusinessreport.com.
quired passing rigorous exams.

